Judgments During the Tribulation

Crowns Cast Before God’s Throne
Action of the Twenty-Four Elders in Revelation 4:10
“After this I looked, and, behold, a door was opened in
heaven: and the first voice which I heard was as it were of a
trumpet talking with me; which said, Come up hither, and I
will shew thee things which must be hereafter.
And immediately I was in the spirit: and, behold, a throne
was set in heaven, and one sat on the throne.
And he that sat was to look upon like a jasper and a sardine
stone: and there was a rainbow round about the throne, in sight
like unto an emerald.
And round about the throne were four and twenty seats
[‘thrones’]: and upon the seats [‘thrones’] I saw four and twenty
elders sitting, clothed in white raiment; and they had on their
heads crowns of gold…
The four and twenty elders fall down before him that sat on
the throne, and worship him that liveth forever and ever, and
cast their crowns before the throne…” (Rev. 4:1-4, 10a).
(Properly identifying and understanding the action of the
twenty-four elders in Rev. 4:10 — who they are and why they
cast their crowns before God’s throne — is a major key to properly
understanding the Book of Revelation.
The entire scene is regal, it is placed exactly where one would
expect to find it in the book, and the identity of the elders and
understanding their actions are simple matters to ascertain if
kept within context and seen in not only the light of the subject
matter of this book but Scripture as a whole.
In short, the government of the earth is in view. And the scene
presented in Rev. 4:10 has been anticipated since time preceding man’s
creation and fall, time going all the way back to Satan’s fall.
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Then, an indispensable key to understanding Rev. 4, or any other
part of the book, is understanding how the book has been structured, which
is revealed in the opening verse of the book:
“The Revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave unto him, to
shew unto his servants things which must shortly come to pass;
and he sent and signified it by his angel unto his servant John.”
The word “signified” — “…and he sent and signified it by his angel
unto his servant John” — is a translation of the Greek word semaino,
which is the verb form of the word for “sign” [semeion]. The Apostle
John introduced, opened up, and developed matters in his gospel account through signs. And in the Book of Revelation, he introduced,
opened up, and developed matters in a quite similar manner.
To understand how the word semaino, translated “signified,” is used
introducing the Book of Revelation, note how John used this same word
three times in his gospel [12:33; 18:32; 21:19]. The context leading into
each verse provides an illustrative statement which allows that stated
in the verse to be understood.
Note the first of these three usages, within context:
“And I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all men
unto me.
This he said, signifying [from semaino] what death he should
die” (vv. 32, 33).
Thus, “signified,” a translation of semaino, has to do with making
something known through a manner which carries the reader from a
somewhat indirect means to a direct means, using an illustrative statement
as a means of explaining a matter.)

Beginning Revelation chapter four, immediately following
events seen in chapters two and three, attention is again called
to that previously seen in chapter one — John being removed
from Man’s Day and placed in the Lord’s Day (cf. 1:10; 4:1, 2a).
Scripture, in its structure, has a way of repeating things at times
in order to provide a base for supplying additional information
or details on a subject. And repeating that seen in chapter one at
this later time in the book, in chapter four (following events seen
in chs. 1b-3), would have to do with Scripture providing additional
information relating to the Church following events surrounding the
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judgment seat.
In chapter one — immediately after John had been removed
from Man’s Day and placed in the Lord’s Day, along with being
moved forward in time — he was shown the complete Church in
Christ’s presence, with Christ presented in His future judicial role, not
in His present high priestly role. And, since this is clearly a judicial
scene following the rapture, that which is dealt with in these verses
can only refer to one thing. These verses in chapter one can only
refer to:
1) The complete Church, all Christians throughout the dispensation (shown by the number of the Churches [seven, showing the
completeness of that which is in view]), being removed from the
earth at the end of the dispensation (shown by John’s removal).
2) The complete Church appearing in Christ’s presence to
be judged (shown by Christ appearing as Judge, with the seven
candlesticks [the seven Churches] appearing in His presence).
Then, simply continuing from chapter one, the central subject
of the subsequent two chapters has been established. This central
subject, continuing into chapters two and three, clearly has to do
with Christians before the judgment seat.
But the manner in which the Churches are set forth in these two
chapters — beginning with Ephesus which had left its “first love”
(2:4) and ending with Laodicea which is described as “wretched,
and miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked” (3:17) — it is also
evident that a history of the Church throughout the dispensation
is shown as well.
And, with these things in mind, the Spirit of God leading John
to begin chapter four at the same point as seen in chapter one
would not only provide a base for additional revelation surrounding
Christians following the judgment seat but it would also provide a
means for setting forth the same thing clearly taught a number
of other places in Scripture — the removal of the complete Church
at the end of the dispensation.
That is, viewing chapters two and three from a historical
perspective (depicting a history of the Church throughout the dis-
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pensation), chapter four, beginning at the same point as seen in
chapter one, shows the removal of the complete Church at the end
of the dispensation. And this is something which can be seen in a
clearer respect in chapter four than it can in chapter one because,
from a historical perspective, the complete dispensation is seen immediately preceding, in chapters two and three.
Then, the removal of the Church at this point in time would
also show the removal of the Church before the beginning of the Tribulation (seen beginning in chapter six). And this, as well, would be
in complete accord with that seen elsewhere in Scripture.
(The removal of the Church, as seen in Rev. 1:10ff, shows one facet
of the matter. This shows the Church — all Christians — being removed
preceding the Tribulation to appear before Christ in judgment, with the Messianic Era in view.
The removal of the Church, as seen in Rev. 4:1, 2, shows another
facet of the matter. This shows the Church — again, all Christians — being removed at the end of the dispensation, allowing for the seven churches in
chapters two and three to show a history of the complete Church throughout
the preceding dispensation.)

The Heavenly Scene
Immediately after attention has been called to the same event
seen in Rev. 1:10 (in Rev. 4:1, 2a), John, rather than seeing a judicial
scene (as in ch. 1), now sees a rainbow encircled throne, with God
seated on the throne (vv. 2b, 3). And surrounding this throne, John
sees twenty-four other thrones and twenty-four crowned “elders”
seated on these thrones (v. 4).
(The significance of attention called to a rainbow encircling God’s
throne at this point in the book can be seen in the first mention of a
rainbow in Scripture [Gen. 9:13-17]. The rainbow appeared in Genesis
following the completion of God’s judgment [the Flood], and the same
thing is seen in Rev. 4:3 relative to the completion of the judgment of
Christians in chs. 1b-3.)

At this point in the book, events pertaining to the dispensation
in which the Spirit spent 2,000 years searching for a bride for God’s
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Son are complete (chs. 2, 3, viewed from a historical perspective). As
well, events surrounding the judgment seat are also complete (chs.
1b-3, viewed from the manner in which chs. 2, 3 are introduced in ch.
1b). And, because of the reason for the dispensation and the judgment seat, and because of the point toward which all Scripture
moves, the logical place where one would expect activity to now
be centered at this point in the book would be concerning bringing
about the realization of that stated in Heb. 2:5:
“For unto the angels hath he not put in subjection the world to
come, whereof we speak.”

And events having to do with bringing to pass that stated in
this verse is exactly what can be found in Revelation chapters
four and five.
In the latter part of Rev. 4:2, immediately following the repetition from chapter one concerning the removal of the Church (vv.
1, 2a), John begins to describe various things about God’s throne,
which he both sees and hears — “lightnings,” “thunderings,” and
“voices” coming out of the throne, and “lamps of fire burning
before the throne” (v. 5). And “in the midst of the throne, and
round about the throne” John sees four living creatures who “rest
not day and night, saying, Holy, holy, holy, Lord God Almighty,
which was, and is, and is to come”; and these living creatures
“give glory and honor and thanks to him that sat on the throne,
who liveth forever and ever” (vv. 6-9).
Then the scene returns to the twenty-four elders, who arise from
their thrones, fall down before God, worship Him, relinquish their
crowns to the One Who originally placed them in regal positions,
and express adoration to the One worthy “to receive glory and
honor and power” (vv. 4, 10, 11).
If an apex is to be found in the Book of Revelation, aside from
the actions of the mighty angel in chapter ten and events surrounding Christ’s return in chapter nineteen (also seen in chs. 6, 14), the
action of these twenty-four elders would have to be considered.
The action of these elders in Revelation chapter four is significant
beyond degree in relation to the central message of this book.
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Crowns, Regality, Government
“Crowns” have to do with regality, and the government of the
earth is in view throughout the Book of Revelation. At this point
in the book, the judgment of Christians, with a view to regality, will
have just occurred; and, with a view to this same regality, Christ,
following this, is seen as the One about to redeem the forfeited
inheritance through taking the seven-sealed scroll from God’s
right hand and breaking the seals (chs. 5ff).
Angels have ruled over the earth since time immemorial
— since that time when God established the government of the
earth in the beginning. Angels will still be exercising authority
over the earth at this point in the book, following the judgment
of Christians. And angels will continue ruling until Christ and His
co-heirs (forming His bride) take the kingdom, following Christ’s
return to the earth.
Accordingly, neither Christ nor Christians will receive the
crowns which they are to wear during the Messianic Era until after
Christ returns to the earth at the end of the Tribulation.
The crown which Christ will wear during the Messianic Era is
presently being worn by Satan, as he continues to exercise power
over the earth. And the crowns which Christians will wear in that
day are presently being worn by two segments of angels — the
angels presently ruling with Satan, and the angels who refused
to follow Satan when he sought to exalt his throne.
When Satan sought to exalt his throne — following his being
placed over the earth, with a large contingent of angels ruling the
earth with him — only one-third of these ruling angels followed
Satan and fell with him, with the other two-thirds refusing to follow him (cf. Isa. 14:12-14; Matt. 25:41; Rev. 12:3, 4).
(Note the way Rev. 12:4a is worded: “And his [the dragon’s, Satan’s] tail drew the third part of the stars of heaven [referring to angels
(cf. Job. 38:7; Rev. 1:20)] and did cast them to the earth…”
This “third part,” after millenniums of time and separation [separation of one-third from the other two-thirds], is still recognized at this
future time as only part of a larger group, only part of all the angels originally
ruling with Satan.)
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And though the angels not following Satan didn’t continue
ruling with him, they could not immediately relinquish their appointed positions. Rather, they had to retain their positions for a
time, remaining crowned.
A principle of Biblical government necessitates that an incumbent ruler retain his crown until the one replacing him is not
only on the scene but ready to ascend the throne. Only then can
an incumbent ruler relinquish his crown.
(For example, note the account of Saul and David, forming a type
of Satan and Christ.
Saul, though disqualified following his refusal to slay Amalek,
retained his crown and continued to reign until David was not only
present but ready to ascend the throne. Then, Saul’s crown was taken,
given to David; and David, along with certain faithful men, ascended
the throne and reigned in the stead of Saul and those who had ruled
with him [I, II Samuel].
And it will be exactly the same in the antitype. Satan, though disqualified, will retain his crown and continue to reign until Christ is not
only present but ready to ascend the throne. Then, Satan’s crown will
be taken, given to Christ; and Christ, along with certain faithful individuals, will ascend the throne and reign in the stead of Satan and those who had
ruled with him, both before and after his fall [Rev. 19:11-20:6].)

This same established principle must prevail relative to both the
angels refusing to follow Satan in his attempt to exalt his throne
and those who did follow him. This entire contingent of angels
(both fallen and unfallen) must retain their crowns until those
who are to replace them, those who are to wear these crowns, are
not only on the scene but ready to ascend the throne.
These relinquished crowns though will be worn only after Christ
returns to the earth at the end of the Tribulation, overthrows Satan
and his angels, and forcibly takes their crowns. Only then will
Christ be in possession of all the crowns which He and His bride
are destined to wear as they ascend the throne and rule the earth.
This entire scenario of events, as it pertains to the government
of the earth, is introduced in Revelation chapter four and brought
to a conclusion in chapter nineteen.
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This transfer of power is introduced immediately following
events surrounding the judgment seat when, for the first time in the
history of the earth, those who are to ascend the throne with God’s Son
will have been called out of the larger body of Christians and revealed.
Those shown worthy to take the crowns worn by Satan and his
angels up to this point in time will then be on the scene, ready to
ascend the throne. And for the first time in the history of the earth,
angels can relinquish their crowns.
This is the first order of activity seen in the Book of Revelation
occurring immediately following issues and determinations at the
judgment seat. And so it should be, for, according to Rom. 8:1923, the entire creation (as it pertains to the earth, both the material creation and redeemed man) presently groans and travails,
awaiting “the manifestation of the sons of God” (a new order of
sons — taken from among redeemed man, not angels).
Revelation chapter four is the point in the book where this
manifestation of a new order of sons has its beginning. It begins
here by the relinquishment of crowns (for those comprising this new
order of sons will have been revealed), making possible a later full
manifestation of regal activity by man at the time of Christ’s return.
Thus, with the introduction of crowns cast before God’s throne
in Rev. 4:10, 11, only one group of individuals could possibly be in
view (if one remains within context and keeps in mind the earth’s
government in both history and prophecy).
These twenty-four elders can only represent angelic rulers (cf.
Heb. 2:5). Angels alone will possess crowns in relation to the government of the earth at this time (as they do during the present time).
(Some Bible students, on the basis of the pronouns used in Rev. 5:9,
10 — “us” and “we” [KJV] — have understood the twenty-four elders
to represent redeemed men, not angels. However, the majority of the
better Greek manuscripts render the pronouns in v. 10 as “them” and
“they” [ref. ASV, NASB, NIV, Wuest, Weymouth], giving rise to the
thought that the pronoun “us” in v. 9 is probably a scribal insertion,
being spurious [ref. Alford, Lenski].
But the matter is really not left to manuscript evidence alone. That
the pronouns “them” and “they” are correct is evident from the context. Note that the song in vv. 9, 10 is apparently sung not only by the
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“twenty-four elders” but also by the “four beasts [‘living creatures’]”
as well. Then, other angels join them in vv. 11ff, with all of the angels
together voicing additional, related statements.
Aside from the preceding, it would make absolutely no sense
whatsoever to understand these twenty-four elders as referring to a
segment of redeemed mankind. Man couldn’t possibly be crowned at
the time of events in Rev. 4, 5, else he would be crowned before Christ
is crowned [note that Christ is to wear the crown which Satan presently
wears, which Satan will still be wearing at this time]. Also, man is to
wear the crown he receives, not relinquish it before God’s throne as
seen being done by the twenty-four elders.
Also, the Greek word translated “elders” in Revelation chapter
four is presbuteroi, the same word used for “elders” in the Church in
the New Testament epistles. The word refers to older ones [relative to
that being dealt with]. In the Church, the reference is to older ones in
the faith; in Revelation chapter four, the reference is to older ones in the
governmental structure of the earth [evident since they are crowned, seated
on thrones, with the government of the earth being the only government
which could possibly be in view].
The preceding alone would prevent the twenty-four elders from
being viewed as men, particularly as Christians, necessitating that they
be viewed as angels. Jews, with their past O.T. theocracy, would have
some claim to being seen as older ones [presbuteroi] in relation to the
government of the earth; but Christians have NEVER been associated with
the government of the earth in any manner, having no claim.
Man, at this point in the book, has yet to even come into such a position; angels, on the other hand, have held positions of this nature since time
immemorial.)

And at this point in the book, through the action of the twentyfour elders casting their crowns before God’s throne, the way will
be opened for God to transfer the sceptre from the hands of angels
into the hands of man.
In this respect, as previously seen, these crowns cast before
God’s throne can only have to do with the government of the earth.
And, at this point in the book, crowns can be worn by angels alone.
The Son will not yet have taken the kingdom, though the Father
is about to take the sceptre from Satan’s hand and place it in His
Son’s hand (cf. Dan. 7:13, 14; Luke 19:12, 15; Rev. 11:15; 19:11ff).
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These crowns are relinquished to God (cast before God’s throne)
— with a view to man ruling in the kingdom — so that God can
appoint those who had previously been shown qualified through
decisions and determinations at the judgment seat [chs. 1b-3] to
positions of power and authority with His Son; and those whom
the Father appoints will wear these crowns in His Son’s kingdom.
These crowns are cast before God’s throne (cf. 4:1-4; 5:1-7)
because the Father alone is the One Who places and/or removes
rulers in His kingdom (Dan. 4:17-37; 5:18-21).
He alone is the One Who placed those represented by the
twenty-four elders in the positions which they occupy; and He
alone is the One Who will remove those represented by these elders
from the positions in which He originally placed them and assign other individuals to positions in the kingdom, in their stead
(Matt. 20:20-23).
The transfer of the government of the earth, from the hands of angels
into the hands of man, in reality, is what the first nineteen chapters of
the Book of Revelation are about; and, as well, this is what the whole
of Scripture preceding these nineteen chapters is also about.
In this respect, these twenty-four elders casting their crowns
before God’s throne forms a key event which one must grasp if he
would properly understand the Book of Revelation and Scripture
as a whole.
Christ and His wife, in that coming day, will rule the earth in
the stead of Satan and his angels. And, in the process of ruling in
this manner, they will wear all the crowns worn by Satan and his
angels prior to his fall — both angels who did not follow Satan
and those who did follow him.
(Note that most individuals dealing with Rev. 4:10, almost automatically, apart from much thought given to the matter, see the
twenty-four elders as representative of Christians in heaven following
the resurrection and rapture [4:1, 2], casting crowns which they will
have received at Jesus’ feet.
This is what has been taught for so long that the matter has almost
become something that is just accepted, apart from individuals giving it a second thought. Even songs have been written with lyrics along these lines.
But the whole of the matter has been contrived. There is not a word
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of truth to any of it, though it is blindly accepted by many dealing with the
subject today. And this would speak volumes about some of the things
presently being said and done in Christian circles.
Note two things about Rev. 4:10 from both a textual and contextual
standpoint:
1) Completely contrary to popular thought and teaching, it
CAN be clearly shown that the twenty-four elders CANNOT possibly
represent Christians.
2) And, on the other hand, the identity of those represented by
these elders CAN be clearly shown.
Then, beyond the preceding, there is NOTHING in Rev. 4 about these
elders casting crowns before Jesus’ feet. They relinquish their crowns to the
Father, NOT to the Son. And, though the Father and the Son are One,
with the Son evidently seated on the throne with His Father [Ps. 110:1],
this action is directed toward the Father, NOT toward the Son.
A marked difference exists by singling out the Father in Rev. 4 [vv. 1-4,
10]. And the reason is EVIDENT.
Contextually in this book, the relinquishment of these crowns to
the Father CAN ONLY mark the beginning of the transfer of governmental
power and authority in the kingdom FROM the hands of angels TO the hands
of man [a direction toward which the whole of Scripture moves (cf. Gen. 1:26-28;
Heb. 2:5; Rev. 11:15)]. And, with governmental power in view, these crowns
HAVE TO BE relinquished to the One Who establishes and removes rulers
throughout His kingdom [Dan. 2:20, 21; 4:17, 25].
When Christ was approached by the mother of James and John,
requesting that the two main positions in His kingdom be given to her
sons — one son on His right, the other on His left — He responded
by saying that positions in the kingdom were NOT His to give; The Father
ALONE exercised this power [Matt. 20:20-23; Mark 10:35-40].
The twenty-four elders are mentioned in twelve verses in the Book
of Revelation, but ONLY in connection with crowns in the first two references, in Rev. 4:4, 10. They are seen AFTER they relinquish their crowns
in 5:5, 6, 8, 11, 14; 7:11, 13; 11:16; 14:3; 19:4.
And, throughout all these references, the elders are seen associated
with the Son in only three verses, in chapter five [vv. 5, 6, 8], where the
Son is depicted as the ONLY One found in heaven, on earth, or beneath the
earth Who is worthy to break the seals of the scroll, redeeming the inheritance.
In all other references [including the two remaining verses in ch. 5], the
elders are seen associated with the Father, not with the Son.)
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Action of the Elders
Thus, that which is depicted through the action of the twentyfour elders in Rev. 4:10, 11 is, contextually, self-explanatory. This
has to do with the government of the earth, it occurs at a time following
events surrounding the judgment seat but preceding Christ breaking
the seals of the seven-sealed scroll, and it occurs at a time when Satan’s
reign is about to be brought to a close.
After events in Revelation chapters one through three have
come to pass, for the first time in man’s history, the person (the
bride) who is to rule with the One to replace Satan (Christ) will
have been made known and shown forth. And events in the fourth
chapter reflect that fact.
Only ONE THING could possibly be in view at this point in the book,
for the bride will not only have been made known but will be in
a position for events surrounding the transfer of power to begin.
The twenty-four elders casting their crowns before God’s throne CAN
ONLY depict the angels who did not go along with Satan in his rebellion
relinquishing their crowns, with a view to those comprising the bride
wearing these crowns during the Messianic Era.
But the crowns worn by Satan and those angels presently
ruling with him are another matter. These crowns will have to
be taken from Satan and his angels by force when Christ returns
to overthrow Gentile world power at the end of the Tribulation (a
power exercised during Man’s Day under Satan and his angels
[Dan. 10:13-20]).
(The fact that angels represented by the twenty-four elders are
not presently ruling with Satan can be shown not only by their present position — in God’s presence, in heaven — but also by the Greek
word which is used for the type crown which they are seen wearing.
There are two words in the Greek text for “crown” — stephanos,
and diadema. Comparing Scripture with Scripture, with regality in view,
one major distinction stands out concerning how these two words are
used. Diadema refers to the type crown worn by a monarch, one presently exercising regal power. Stephanos, on the other hand, is used in an
opposite sense. It is used to show someone crowned but not presently
exercising regal power.
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For example, the crown seen on Christ’s head in Rev. 14:14, preceding His reign, is referred to by the word stephanos in the Greek text. A
crown on Christ’s head at this time could only anticipate His impending
reign [cf. Matt. 27:29 (a stephanos of thorns)].
A similar thought is set forth by the crown resting on Antichrist’s
head at the beginning of the Tribulation in Rev. 6:2, referred to through
the use of the word stephanos. This man, though evidently occupying
a powerful position at the beginning of the Tribulation [for he is the
one who will ratify the covenant in Dan. 9:27], is not seen achieving his
aspired position of world power until near the middle of the Tribulation,
at which time he is seen wearing a diadem [Rev. 12:3].
Then, when Christ returns to the earth to take the kingdom, He
will have many crowns upon His head; and the Greek text uses diadema
rather than stephanos to refer to these crowns, for Christ will be returning
as “King of kings, and Lord of lords” [Rev. 19:12, 16].
The twenty-four elders in chapter four cast crowns referred to as
stephanos before the throne, indicating that, though crowned, these
elders were not exercising regal power at this time [though the fact
that they were seated on thrones and crowned portends regal power at
some point in time [in past time, as shown by their present positions and
subsequent actions].
And the many crowns which Christ will have on His head at the
time of His return are evidently these same crowns [Rev. 19:12]. But,
anticipating that day when Christ reigns, the Book of Revelation uses
the word diadema to refer to these crowns, for Christ will be exercising
regal power at this time, with Satan about to be overthrown.
The crowns [diadems] on Christ’s head in Rev. 19:12 though will
not be worn by Christ when He rules the earth, for He is to wear the
crown presently worn by Satan [the incumbent ruler] in that day.
Rather, these crowns are undoubtedly reserved for those forming the
bride [whom the Father will have previously appointed to various
positions of power and authority with His Son]; and the Son will give
these crowns to His co-heirs following that time when the remainder
of the crowns having to do with the earth’s government are forcibly
taken from Satan and his angels.)

Twenty-Four, Thirty-Six
The identity of the twenty-four elders is shown not only by their
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actions and the place in which this occurs in the book but also by
their number. Comparing Revelation chapters four and twelve (4:4,
10, 11; 12:3, 4), it appears evident that the original government of
the earth — originally established by God prior to Satan’s fall —
was representatively shown by three sets of twelve, thirty-six crowned
rulers. “Three” is the number of Divine perfection, and “twelve” is
the number of governmental perfection.
Those angels who did not follow Satan in his attempt to exalt
his throne would be represented by the twenty-four elders — two
sets of twelve, showing two-thirds of the original contingent of angels
ruling with Satan. And the angels who did go along with Satan,
presently ruling with him, would be represented by a third set of
twelve, showing the other one-third of the original contingent of angels
ruling with Satan (Rev. 12:3, 4).
In this respect, these three representative sets of twelve would
show Divine perfection in the earth’s government. And also in this
respect, this same perfection in the structure of the earth’s government has not existed since Satan’s attempt to exalt his throne.
But, this structured perfection will one day again exist in the
earth’s government. When Christ and His wife ascend the throne,
crowns worn by those represented by all three sets of twelve will
be brought together again. Then, Divine perfection will once again
exist in the government of the one province in God’s universe where
imperfection has existed for millenniums (cf. Col. 1:16-20).

